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Collection News of April & May 2018
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By H. Ndlamhlaba & M. Mbebe

SPECIAL
POINTS OF INTEREST:


Amazing Soup Kitchen

Amazing Soup Kitchen

po int! !

times with Pap . To sustain the Menu these ladies use their

Dordrecht town is no long-

their work members stated own gardens vegetables because

er the same as before be-

that they ask for donations they want healthy living for the

cause of the amazing 10

in the surrounding business- community .During the interviews

women who founded and

es of Dordrecht South Afri- of Dordrecht News, The kitchen

agreed to open a Soup

ca . In these businesses they members shared that they are cur-

Kitchen that will focus in

have been offered things like rently registering their business to

chasing hunger away from

Groceries i.e. Maize meal, the NPO therefore they are wait-

old

vulnerable

soup and Money. With fi- ing for the certificate. Dordrecht

households, orphans and

nance it help them to buy News visited Dordrecht Founda-

those who seek jobs and

electricity, cleaning deter- tion for their views—the founda-

individuals

with chronic

gents and other small needs tion is very impressed and inter-

diseases. All the founding

for the Kitchen. They use ested to assist the kitchen with

members of the soup kitch-

house of one of its member funds and link them with other

en are unemployed hence

for all the work and

they saw a need to open

kitchen utensils and space. It cludes drafting of business Consti-

this fantastic Soup Kitchen

is far to acknowledge that tution and motivational letters.

in order to support local

their work is very kind heart- Dordrecht News asked the Man-

people during weekly days,

ed —and they are amazing ager of Social Development about

such

women !!!!

Wo m en





Lets work together &
Eradicate poverty

Internet pole make
huge difference

on

people,

as

Mondays

Wednesday. T hey


Donation of Jojo Tanks

and
serve

the soup with bread some-

bers must approach Hospice. However the Hospice operate different
from the Soup kitchen. Having said
that—the Soup kitchen has positive
contribution to the community.

Warm soup for Community

her stakeholders for funding, this in-

their views, The Manager

This Kitchen feeds about 60
people per day .To add to

said

they already have such programmes therefore Kitchen Mem-

Lavelilanga Community Support Tiny
Kitchen

Lets work together & Eradicate poverty
Mr Matshabana who has a productive farm is

they come back home with nothing
which saddens the children who are



Easter Tournament is
Continuously

regarded as a Good Samaritan by community
members with a good heart because he decided

waiting for good news at home from
their parents.

to hire unemployed community members to assist
during the cultivation and harvesting times. He

Dordrecht News Editor also visited

does so to offer them seasonal opportunities so

the families who received the dona-

that they can be able to have something in their

tion from the farmer. OMG!!! It was

pockets.

a sad situation and moment to
households because some of them

What he offers is not much but it helps eradicate
dire poverty and it help to uplift members of community. People who assist in his farm get fresh
vegetables that they can decide to sell or consume
themselves. According to his views —this donation
assisted those who had nothing in their tables,
waking up every day for Job hunting so that they
can have something in their stomach. Sometimes

were more than four siblings and
there were children who are schooling in surrounding schools, they use
to go to school with empty stomach
and torn uniform. They don't have
warm clothes to wear in this winter
season.

Handover of Vegies Parcels by:
Mr & Mrs. Mathtshabana
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INTERNET POLE MAKES A DIFFERENCE

NG Kerk is the

church which is surrounded

Dordrecht News editor interviewed many customers of these service providers and they com-

by lots of houses around Dordrecht Central
Business Development .It

has old beautiful

building , unveiling stone and Memorial
Stones.

P a g e

2

there were times the signal will be off almost
the whole day , they misses so many important
D o

incoming or outgoing calls and messages.

During March in the current yearPthere
r owere
gr
installation of internet

plained that they are suffering a lot because

around the church

yard . The purpose is to improve the quality of

Municipality of Dornetwork and offer a better service standard in
and other
different network servicedrecht
providers
such stake
as
holders

such as School

MTN ,Cell C , Telkom and Vodacom
. Dordrecht
Governing Board and
communityand
members,
they
town suffers from poor network
internet
decided early this year that

ess

about

primary

school

Others stated that they have to port to

Vodacom network for better services. In potenfor the delay. As it is cus-

Ho

tomary for public schools

wev

tial

businesses such as Bed and Break-

fasts
,Garage
and others find it difficult to use er
to be built
by government,
it is normal
to suspect
that of this poor network ac- chilWi-Fi
routers
because
the tender process of fund-

dren

cess.
ing is delayed by govern-

nee

ment official either on

d

MTN and Cell C networks should
struggles
with interbe rebuild
by July

So
far now the pole is being processed and eduprovincial or regional or
municipal level.
setting
to
be able cati

and onwards,
but that has
net connection making it hard
to communicate

to
Thisfunction.
is common for politi-

This

not yet happened. It is not

cal reasons abut bad for
made

huge

connection signals. Most people who are using

the Chris Hani primary

due to insufficient network in the town .

clear why this haven't happen or who is responsible

community.

As
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There are rumors that

hall, then Dordrecht will

the dairy building that went

employment and poverty.

they

Installation of Internet Pole

CONTINUING

F A C T O R Y

experience decline of un-

opening will
improve
during
the
few years ago There was kit wonThe
from 2017bankruptcy
Dordrecht
lives off many people. It
could be refurbished and tournament. Mr Councillor
is
Municipality working
intewill contribute positive for
commissioned for work by
as thrilled with community
this atprolarge and
grated with MrearlyNdengane
next year.
economy ofto
the
change
organised a tournament
to as gramme as it bringsboost
If the news are correct
town.
the
Dordrecht
Community.
So
all
indications
says
so
by
be hosted in Dordrecht
SANCO and municipality many talented individuals are
town. This is an
on-going
officials during the meeting
showing much interest and
long-term plan that
towasalleviate
held at Mike Huna
acts of crime within com- they are willing to go extra
munity youth. This Tourna- mile and play for the provment is focusing in various ince.
sports games such soccer,
netball, marathon, long & Youth stated that this is a
great opportunity for them to
high jump to name few.
improve the standard and
Mr Nathi offered Trophies they will put Dordrecht on the
and prizes to be won by the Map and follow an Olympic
well preforming team. The winner Luvo Manyonga. The
prizes last year were +-R10, goal of these games is to act
000 but for the year 2018 as a crime awareness cam—they upgraded the prizes paign as the community is rife
because of the increased with criminals.

number of partakers on the
games are added this year.
This is marvellous indeed!!

and

to Dor- nee

difference

EASTER TOURNAMENT IS
P

on

Dordrecht High School Rugby vs Indwe High School

V o l u m e

1 ,

I ss u e

D o r d r e c h t

1

N e w s
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ITS RAINING BUT STILL EXPIRIENCING WATER RESTRICTIONS

E

ver Since January this Year there were

lots of rainfalls in the Dordrecht Area,
Streets were muddy and Slippery, water
floods all over the surrounding rivers,
township and Central Business Development. People were affected so badly because they had to use public Taxi from
home to work, to clinic and to other surrounding places. This was very costly as
they have to do this daily to these taxis
more especially the Old people and disabled individuals.
During the interview of Dordrecht News
editor to whole community of Dordrecht
this rain was keen to everyone and the average rainfall percentage ranged from 30
% to 60% which was great but the water
instead of upgrading Dam levels it made a
bad damage in the township whereby old
buildings collapsed more especially in Old
Location also known as Nxomfu and it disturbed the road constructions as it eroded
the street.

The water floated over Bridges and made
it difficult for people to cross and water
goes to the wrong direction without filling Dams, which put Dordrecht town in
unresolved water crisis matter. This rain
might be a blessing in disguise since it
distracted everybody in the Dordrecht
town and surrounding areas because at
villages they had to take risk by using taxis in the muddy roads in order to do their
problems in town. This lead to car accidents because drivers struggle to control
vehicles in slippery roads, Also people
who have to collect their medication to
the Hospital had to default treatment
others dies.
The stress to the Emalahleni Local Municipality was that these rainfalls were
just useless as they didn't make any
difference in the water crisis. Water still
restricted in the area since Dam levels
still the same.

THE DONATION OF JOJO

Water near Youth Centre Ground were Flowing

The foot path were full of water that made to be difficult
for community to take short cuts travelling

TANKS

I

During the Dordrecht News interviews
it was stated that Dordrecht was facing the challenge of water scarcity.
n 2017 between September and
Therefore the purpose of these tanks
October Dordrecht Holland organwas to store as much water as possiised the ruffle around the churches
ble for the community of Dordrecht
The old age home is surviving The issue of train will be clear
and gardening for children.
The doso that they can be able to irrigate
as it provides its service to by next year, we assume it will
nation process went senior
verycitizens.
well Though
as they their
small
gardens
go hand
in hand
with the and also help
experience
challenges
construction of in
solarcooking,
panel .
they were able to organise
a sum
of from community
laundry and
time to time but they man- So far there is no tangible
R13, 000, 00 through the prodrinking .This was very useful to eveaged well and doing their best result from the ground.
gramme.
ryone as they benefited from the
to fulfill their duties.
They are also grateful for the offer.
supportwere
they get from
During the ruffle there
ex- Netherlands
such
as
donation
pected ambassadors SYBE and and The Dordrecht South Africa is thankmoral support, they are equalPLEUNIE De Lindt who
were suping God for such a wonderful twin
ly important.
posed to visit Dordrecht South AfriTown like Dordrecht Holland because
ca. These ambassadors gave a donawithout it there won’t be this opportion of Jojo Tanks to Dordrecht South
tunity within this small town, as this
Africa. Dordrecht Foundation saw
kind of opportunities are rare to be
this as a great honour since Nelly
found. They also are thanking DorVan Rooyen was the one who is redrecht Foundation (South Africa) for
sponsible for the distribution of the
being the Good Samaritan by providTanks she bought these JoJo and deing many goods from Dordrecht Hollivered them to the Foundation.
land without any hesitation.

Jojo Tanks Donated by Dordrecht Holland
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JACKSONS UNIVERSAL #The winning Team

On the 09.05. 2018 Jacksons Universal into
partnership with Dordrecht Multimedia News
for the promotion of their vehicles and services
within the greater Dordrecht community.
Mr. Ellias Qakambile, sales executive at Dordrecht Universal, was very excited at the prospect of marketing the business to clientsin the
Indwe, Molteno, Sterkstroom, Molteno, Jamestown, Elliot, Ugie and Barkly East area. Through
the Dordrecht Multimedia news, readers will
kept in informed of all the latest vehicle releases, Special deals of Jackson Universal parts and
sales department and personalised customer
service for repairs.
Jackson Universal has Motto of ‘the winning
team’. It has been of service to the people of
Dordrecht and greater area since 1928. The
Jackson Universal has the Isuzu Franchise and
recently acquired the Suzuki Franchise. Their
Bakkies are hardy and reliable and they assure
their valued clients of the best aftersales service

in the greater Dordrecht area. The Suzuki passenger
range is very well suited to the rugged terrain of Dordrecht Area and their pricing and reliability is outstanding.
The Emalahleni Local municipality sources most of
their new vehicles from Jacksons Universal. As a loyal
customer of Jacksons Universal, together we can assist with improved service delivery within the local
community.
The Dordrecht Multimedia News will be distributed
every two weeks, filled with all the latest news, sales
opportunities, property news ect. The Dordrecht
Multimedia News owner, Mr Speelman, is enthusiastic about the launch of the newspaper which will
highlight and develops community participation and
Job creation.
Mr Qakambile was overtaken by joy at this latest development and expressed that his dream of a local
newspaper, was now being realised.

As ‘Winning Team’ we wish
Dordrecht Multimedia News all
the very best!

Four Cour t B&B

Dordrecht News
Dordrecht
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News

Vision
Dordrecht News is to inform community of
Dordrecht and beyond.

11 Van Zyl Street
43 Grey street, Dordrecht, Eastern Cape,
5435
Phone/Fax: +27 45 943 1335
Mobile: +27 82 653 4148/+27 74 415 0185
Email: TheFourcourt@gmail.com

Dordrecht
5435

Mission
Is to inform society, to improve their under-

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:

(045) 942 1565
(086) 045 4142
ddxnews@gmail.com

standing about social development and to
educate our community and South Africa

“Knowledge is power”

